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In response to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,

many companies around the globe have rolled

out work -from -home arrangements. As a result,

there has been an influx of employees signing in

remotely to corporate networks and using cloud -

based applications. This shift could also open

doors to security risks and cyberthreats. Remote 

work involves 3 cyber security risks such as Home

Wi-Fi Security, Phishing Scams and Insecure Pass-

words. Let’s look at :

Many people can't be bothered with turning on 

basic wireless LAN security at home. But even if

you aren't transmitting data that requires confi-

dentiality, you might be opening yourself up to 

theft of service - that is, someone picking up your 

signal and piggybacking on your broadband con-

nection to the Internet (the one you pay for and

they don't). 

As more ways to use the Internet emerge, your

upload/download speeds will become increasing-

ly precious. And as the use of wireless also picks 

up, you might want to protect your WLAN from

providing outside access to your broadband.

Broadband squatters could be stealing your

bandwidth …..avoid theft of service in home

offices!

When wireless squatters steal your Wi -Fi, they 

eat up your bandwidth. In extreme cases, they

may even steal information off your computer or 

infect machines on your network with a virus. But

fear not: It's easy to fight back. There is a way to 

determine if your Wi -Fi signal is being sapped

unexpectedly. Nevertheless, managing your

wireless network is the first step towards keeping

your Wi -Fi setup nice and secure. With WPA2

security enabled, it's unlikely anyone will ever

piggyback on your network. 

Since every device connected to your network 

has a unique IP address and MAC address, you 

can easily see a list of connected devices -- often 

listed as "clients" -- on one of the settings pages

for your wireless router. Many devices broadcast

an ID because they've been named by their own-

ers, so if you see "John's Laptop" connected to 

your network and you don't have a John in the

house, you've found trouble! Even if a device 

doesn't show a name in the router's client list,

you can count the number of devices connected 

and compare to the number of devices you know 

should be there to see if the numbers are off. 

Is your home network secure? 

Security teams and home office users can mini-

mize the risks that come with remote-working 

setups by following some practical security

measures: 

• Secure the gateway: your router

The router is the gateway to all internet-

connected devices in your home network. 

Attackers are known to compromise home

routers with default credentials that users 

often neglect to change. It is good practice 

to regularly change the password for your

router as it may have been previously

shared with other users. Passwords that are

not prone to dictionary attacks are recom-

mended, i.e., those that have more than 12

characters, with a mix of letters, numbers,

and special characters. With a strong pass-

word, you shouldn't ever have to worry

about keeping tabs on who connects to 

your network. Piggy -backers will have to

find someone else to mooch off of. Without

a password, your wireless network is open 

for anyone to hop on. But a password isn't

quite all you need to be totally secure. You 

should also change the router's login infor-

mation to something aside from the usual 

"admin." That will keep virtually everyone

from messing with your router

• Hide your router SSID -

Your router can hide its SSID, meaning it

won't show up for anyone searching for 

connectable networks. Of course, this 

makes it a bit tougher for welcome guests,

such as friends, to get online at your house. 

• Use a company laptop for remote work if

possible -

Do not use your personal machine as it may

have fewer security controls than your

company -owned hardware. Work -issued

laptops or machines should be for employ-

ee use only; other members of your house-

hold should not have access to your dedi-

cated work equipment. 

• Use company -designated VPNs and avoid

free, public Wi-Fi -

Use the dedicated enterprise VPN servers

only on your work laptop or desktop to

make the connection between your net-

work and the o翿�ce’s security. But be wary

of phishing attacks that steal VPN -related

account credentials. 

• Protect smartphones -

As with laptops and desktops, make sure 

phones are updated with their latest firm-

ware versions. Download only legitimate

apps from official stores and review the app

permissions before installing them. Install a

mobile security app to prevent malicious

apps or codes from running on phones. 

• Save bandwidth -

Ensure seamless productivity by reducing

consumption in streaming videos and other 

activities that throttle the bandwidth, espe-

cially during work hours.

• Discuss the importance of online safety -

Help your family understand the public

nature of the internet and its potential

dangers. Remind them that they are re-

sponsible for ensuring that their online 

activities are safe and private by securing 

the way they set up and use their devices.  

COVID-19: WORKING REMOTELY 

How to detect if someone is stealing 

your Wi-Fi

Home Wi-Fi Security

Working from home? Make sure you 

are safe!

Sources: https://www.postbulletin.com/business/small -business/6460412-Working -from-home-Make-sure-youre -secure

https://electronics.howstuffworks.com/how-to-tech/how-to-detect-stealing-wifi2.htmhttps://www.eguardtech.com/9 -ways-encryption-protects-your-
business/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/carrierubinstein/2020/04/10/beware -remote-work-involves-these-3-cyber-security-risks/#64ad728561c4

https://www.networkworld.com/article/2342606/broadband -squatters-could-be-stealing-your-bandwidth.html
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The Digital AgeThanks to the connected world we all live in, working remotely is

becoming increasingly popular and for a good reason - minimiz-

ing exposure to the Novel Coronavirus. To keep you productive

and secure from your couch or your home office, here are some of

the common risks related to working remotely followed by recom-

mendations	to mitigate	each:	

· Risk:-

Bad actors are timely and sophisticated when it comes to

exploiting would-be victims. Current phishing emails, malver-

tising and general spam are trying to get users to click on 

malicious domains to buy short-supply items such as face

masks and hand sanitizers or open macro-enabled word doc-

uments infected with Trojan droppers claiming to be Corona-

virus information from the World Health Organization

(WHO). Thousands of Coronavirus/COVID-19 related do-

mains are being registered weekly, and many of these newly -

registered websites are involved in fraudulent activities. For

example, hackers developed a malicious mobile applica-

tion posing as a legitimate one developed by WHO.A vulnera-

ble person could easily mistake this malicious application for

a real WHO app.Once installed, the application downloads

trojan to steal sensitive data. These types of attacks essential-

ly weaponize tools and information, because they can easily

be done with applications that provide legitimate benefits

too. Before, attackers had to plan their cons for diverse inter-

ests and lures, but right now the entire world has a shared

crisis and COVID-19 has become our common watering hole.

· Recommendation:-

Due to the huge volume of Coronavirus related baits, all sys-

tem users are advised to be always on high alert and to avoid

downloading and installing suspicious applications. In addi-

tion to that, any suspicious emails must be reported to Delta

IT. By doing so, remote domains, file hashes and inbound

emails can be blocked appropriately and proactively. And 

always remember: If it seems too good to be true, it is. Do not

click on it.

· Risk:-

According to Jake Moore, a cybersecurity specialist at ESET; 

‘Privacy isn’t a strong point of many of the video conferencing

platforms, including Zoom’. Notable, is the video conference

intrusion to one’s meeting. Most free video conference facili-

ties may not be as secure, as demonstrated by what happened

to the South African Parliament online meeting over Zoom.

· Recommendation: -

Simple policies are relevant not only to security but also to

privacy in general. There is need to overhaul how online secu-

rity is approached now that there ’s more work from the home

economy emerging. This process will also need to include

being very selective and careful about technology products

that are used to enable communication. Security has to be the

key deciding factor in choosing a technology solution, and a

more secure method of communication must be considered

to ensure data privacy. System users are therefore advised to

make use of the Delta authorized collaboration tools for com-

munication e.g. Microsoft Teams for video conferencing .

· Risk:-

Computer devices such as company laptops, external hard 

drives and USB drives are commonly lost or stolen from 

home or as they are left unattended in cars or in meeting

spaces. Unprotected data, whether in transit or at rest, leaves

the company vulnerable to attacks: How safe is company data

on these devices ?

· Recommendation: -

Full Disk Encryption is one of the most effective data protec-

tion methods for data at rest. As devices shift from the office

environment to homes, make certain they are encrypted. If

they do go missing, any data will be unreadable if accessed by

a bad actor. A full volume encryption feature, BitLocker is the

recommended data protection solution of choice for Mi-

crosoft Windows 10 devices in Delta.

* Get	in	touch with your	IT Support	for	assistance with BitLocker	

activation	on	your	company laptop.

· These three areas are far from a complete list of the cyberse-

curity risks that need to be addressed. If you’ve got these

under control, enumerate the risks that remain, sort them by 

order of importance and deal with them methodically. Securi-

ty is never "finished" because the opponent is never finished;

cyber criminals are endlessly innovative and adaptive. 

In the words of Winston Churchill, "Never let a good crisis 

go to waste."Use this as the chance to start a new, ongoing 

security dialogue within the organisation. 

Sources:	https://swimlane.com/blog/5-best-practices-for-safe-and-secure-remote-work/

https://www.winmagic.com/blog/quick-tips-to-keep-your-data-secure-during-the-covid-19-outbreak/

https://digitalguardian.com/blog/data-protection-data-in-transit-vs-data-at-rest

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/348346

h�ps://www.iol.co.za/technology/techsperts/parliaments-zoom-hack-should-be-a-wake-up-call-47715979

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kateo�lahertyuk/2020/04/15/zoom-during-covid-19-heres-when-you-should-use-it-and-when-to-avoid-it/
#5d0682cc376e

MANAGING THE HEIGHTENED CYBER SECURITY
RISKS RELATED TO WORKING REMOTELY 

Phishing,	Spam	and	Malvertising	

Privacy	and	Con�identiality

Device	Theft

Conclusion

For more 

information 

contact your

IT Support 

You can also con-

tact IT Security 

department 

on:

itsecu@delta.co.zw

Or Ext 33211

33233
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CLEAN DESK POLICY AND 
PHISHING TEST RESULTS 

https://www.shredall.co.uk/blog/clean-desk-policy
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3335122/the-clean-desk-test.html
https://thedefenceworks.com/blog/top-5-security-awareness-topics-for-2020/
https://shrewsbury.happyfox.com/kb/article/57-march-cyber-security-newsletter-clean-desk-and-security/



